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Disclaimer
• Alta Fox Capital Management, LLC (“Alta Fox”) is an investment adviser to funds that are in the business of buying and selling securities and other financial instruments.

• Alta Fox currently has a long position in Victoria plc (“VCP”) common stock.

• Alta Fox will profit if the trading price of VCP common stock increases and will lose money if the trading price of common stock of VCP declines.

• Alta Fox may change its views about or its investment positions in VCP at any time, for any reason or no reason. Alta Fox may buy, sell, or otherwise change the form or substance
of its VCP investment. Alta Fox disclaims any obligation to notify the market of any such changes.

• The information and opinions expressed in this presentation (the “Presentation”) are based on publicly available information about VCP. Alta Fox recognizes that there may be
non-public information in possession of VCP or others that could lead VCP or others to disagree with Alta Fox’s analyses, conclusions, and opinions.

• The Presentation includes forward-looking statements, estimates, projections, and opinions on VCP, as well as more general conclusions about VCP's anticipated operating
performance. Such statements, estimates, projections, opinions, and conclusions may prove to be substantially inaccurate and are inherently subject to significant risks and
uncertainties beyond Alta Fox’s control.

• Although Alta Fox believes the Presentation is substantially accurate in all material respects, Alta Fox makes no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, as to the
accuracy or completeness of the Presentation or any other written or oral communication it makes with respect to VCP. Alta Fox expressly disclaims any liability relating to the
Presentation or such communications (or any inaccuracies or omissions therein). Thus, shareholders and others should conduct their own independent investigation and analysis
of the Presentation and VCP and other companies mentioned.

• The Presentation is not investment advice or a recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell any securities. Except where otherwise indicated, the Presentation speaks as of the
date hereof. Alta Fox undertakes no obligation to correct, update, or revise the Presentation or to otherwise provide any additional materials. Alta Fox also undertakes no
commitment to take or refrain from taking any action with respect to VCP or any other company.
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Executive Summary
Alta Fox believes: 

• At current prices, shares in Victoria plc “VCP” offer investors a rare opportunity to invest alongside a highly incentivized superstar capital allocator on track to 
triple LTM EBITDA in 5 years. 

o VCP currently trades at ~5x our FY25 base case EBITDA estimate which compares to its current multiple of 11x EBITDA. 

• VCP’s Chairman, Geoff Wilding, is an excellent capital allocator and operator poised to create value in a sleepy industry. Wilding has created enormous wealth for
shareholders during his tenure as Chairman of VCP through accretive M&A, delivering over a 55% annualized TSR since 2012. Wilding owns 19% of VCP (£230M/$320M worth)
and pays himself a modest annual salary of £64,000 with no additional LTIP participation, highly aligning his incentives with those of shareholders.

o This alignment manifests in VCP’s sole mission statement: “To create wealth for our shareholders.” 1

• VCP is still in early innings of ambitious, value-accretive M&A. VCP has <3% market share in the European flooring market and <1% market share in the US flooring 
market. 

o We believe management can acquire ~£100-200M of incremental EBITDA over the next 2 years at 5-7x which would more than double the profitability of the business in 
a short period of time, without any common equity dilution.

• Highly regarded institutions have made significant long-term investments in VCP, which is highly unusual for a <$2B company trading on the London AIM, helping to 
lower VCP’s cost of capital and further enhancing VCP’s M&A opportunity. 

• Favorable macro tailwinds, further operational improvements, and near-term M&A coupled with sleepy consensus expectations will result in significant upside for 
shareholders over the coming years. 

3

Alta Fox believes VCP is worth £28/share by 2024, 
representing  ~170% upside from current prices and a 37% IRR

1. https://www.victoriaplc.com/corporate_governance_statement/



Why Does The Opportunity Exist?

• London AIM Listed 

• Illiquid given low float (~50% insider owned) 

• Minimal sell-side research coverage with assumptions that ignore capital allocation

• Misunderstood M&A opportunity

• Overlooked asset given cyclical, capital intensive industry
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Overview: Business Description 
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• VCP manufactures and distributes primarily carpet, underlay (soft
flooring), and tiles. The primary end markets are the UK and
European residential floor remodeling markets across over 40
different brands1. The company also has a small presence in
Australia and the US.

• The company operates nine production sites across the UK, Europe,
and Australia, with several distribution centers and >3,500
employees.

• Their key end market is independent retailers (mom & pops) who
often buy multiple VCP brands.

o This fragmented customer base creates significant barriers
to entry as the cost for new entrants to organically acquire
these customer relationships is often prohibitively expensive
relative to the incremental value of each independent
retailer.

o VCP has meaningful bargaining power with this customer
base that US-peers who sell primarily to big-box retailers do
not.

Source: VCP 2021 Investor Presentation

1. https://www.victoriaplc.com/our-brands/ Source: VCP 2021 Investor Presentation



Overview: Industry Description 
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• The European flooring supplier market is highly fragmented and generates 23B EUR
in revenue at the manufacturer level1. This implies VCP has <3% market share and
Mohawk Industries (the largest global flooring manufacturer) has <10% share2.

• Most of the European flooring industry is still held by small family-run businesses
passed down through generations. This has created an opportunity for more
sophisticated businesses with cheaper access to capital to outperform and take share.
This dynamic has also created a strong pipeline of acquisition opportunities for VCP.

• According to former employees and competitors, VCP is the only player today
aggressively deploying capital to roll-up the fragmented European flooring
manufacturing industry (see slide 11 for more details).

Source: VCP 2021 Investor Presentation1. VCP 2021 Investor Presentation
2. Company filings 



Overview: European Flooring vs US Flooring Markets
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• The US flooring manufacturing market is significantly more price
competitive than the European manufacturing market. This is in large part
driven by the economies of scale industry leaders Mohawk (MHK) and Shaw
(owned by Berkshire Hathaway) have attained through their dominant market
share - they can easily afford to undercut subscale manufacturers on price to
win/retain market share.

• Competitive intensity in the US is further exacerbated by retail giants like Home
Depot and Lowe’s that demand low prices, have their own private label brands,
and control distribution limiting the bargaining power of suppliers. In contrast to
the US, the European retail market is significantly more fragmented and less
sophisticated by comparison.

• The bottom line is that the European flooring market is far less competitive
when compared to the US market. This has created an attractive
opportunity for VCP to aggressively roll up the flooring manufacturing and
distribution industry and reap the benefits of distribution and scale.

1. Source: Floor Daily 2020 annual report
2. Source: VCP 2021 Investor Presentation, Company Reports, Alta Fox Estimates
3.     Note that Alta Fox intentionally uses 2019 data for a clean comparison pre-covid19’s industry disruption

Top 2 players in Europe account for <15% of the market2,3

Top 2 players in the US account for ~50% of the market1
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Main Thesis Points
Alta Fox believes:

1. Geoff Wilding, Chairman of VCP, is a talented and proven capital allocator, aligned with
common shareholders via a substantial equity stake, and supported by an impressive
management team

2. VCP is in early innings of meaningful non-dilutive M&A that will more than double the earnings
power of the business in the next 2 years

3. VCP is tightly held by well-respected investors that have provided significant M&A financing at
attractive terms and offer experienced guidance at the Board level

4. Macro tailwinds favorably position VCP to see a period of significant organic growth over the next
few years

5. Further operational improvements, macro tailwinds, and robust M&A, coupled with sleepy
consensus expectations, will result in significant upside for shareholders over the coming years
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Geoff Wilding Before VCP
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• Before his time at Victoria, Geoff Wilding had numerous successes in his career executing roll-up strategies in different 
industries.

• Originally from New Zealand, Wilding began his business career in the 1980s at a New Zealand-based investment bank.

• Wilding later started his own transport business in NZ in 1990 and began rolling up the space. He later sold the business to 
management-backed PE in 1996 and made 12-14x his initial investment of $1M.

• Shortly thereafter, Wilding invested in Commsoft, an existing tech services company that he helped grow. Unfortunately, the 
business collapsed after the .com bubble burst as some of their major clients such as Worldcom went out of business.

• Wilding’s next venture was in the Australian/New Zealand Newspaper & Magazine industry with Pacific Print in 2002. He 
began rolling up the industry, leveraging economies of scale. Wilding sold the business to PE in 2005 for $190M AUD, 
making a 20x return on his initial investment in <5 years1.

• Wilding later moved to the UK in the late 2000s and bought 42% of Simplify, a legal process services business. The business 
was sold to PE in 20142, and Wilding again made multiples of his initial investment. 

1. Westfarmers 1H 2006 Presentation
2. https://www.insidermedia.com/news/north-west/120211-simplify-deal-gives-qualitysolicitors-growth-opportunities



Geoff Wilding (Chairman of VCP)
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• Geoff Wilding first got involved with VCP after meeting Alexander Anton, 
the great grandson of VCP’s founder.

• He quickly realized the fragmented nature of both the manufacturing and 
distribution sides of the market and saw an opportunity to consolidate 
the industry.

• He fought an activist battle with the incumbent board in 2012 for full 
control of VCP and won thanks to the support of major shareholders, 
including Anton. 

• After taking control of VCP with a share price around £2.00, shareholders
agreed to allow Wilding to receive 50% of VCP's equity should he return
£3.00 to shareholders in dividends over the next 2 years1. Before
Wilding’s arrival, VCP had created negligible value in public markets, so
shareholders were more than willing to agree to this incentive structure.

• Within 14 months, Wilding returned £3.00/share in dividends and 
exercised his option to acquire 50% ownership in VCP (which has since 
been diluted down through M&A which required equity financing in the 
early days). Today Wilding owns ~20% of the business.

Market value of Geoff Wilding’s VCP stake over time:

1. https://www.investorschronicle.co.uk/2015/12/11/shares/a-look-under-the-carpet-at-victoria-
pH2PruCPRwRJe36IcVqRcJ/article.html



Geoff Wilding & Management Team Industry Checks
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• SOURCE: Former employee of business acquired by VCP: 

“Geoff came from a very successful background in terms of his print business in Australia. There was excitement when he came in as Victoria went through a significant 
process of acquiring profitable flooring businesses. It was a good model. They bought good businesses that brought good people with them. He then further invested in hiring top 
talent from competition.”

“He has built a good team around him. He's got a good right-hand man in the finance team with regards to Mike Scott. Looking at the businesses that were acquired, they never 
rushed any deals. They were making the right acquisitions at the right prices. They were very clever regarding the portfolio of businesses they put together - they all 
had their own market niche that all complemented each other.” 

• SOURCE: Current UK-based competitor: 

“It’s quite impressive what Geoff has achieved so far. He's taken something that was stagnant and traditional and turned it into something that is quite aggressive and dynamic.”

“I don't see any reason why he couldn't continue to execute his M&A strategy. Geoff and his management team are aggressive in a traditional and conservative market. I don't see 
any other big players in the U.K. flooring market that are thinking about how to really get that double-digit growth and so on. Everybody else just seems to have an 
attitude of, ‘we'll just tick along and we'll get what we need to.’ So yes, I wouldn't be surprised if Victoria continues to grow, develop and take share.”

• SOURCE: Current European-based competitor: 

“Geoff Wilding is an amazing guy. Ultra-professional with a great background. All positive to be honest.”

“Philippe (CEO of VCP) is one of the best operators in the industry. If you had to hand-select someone in Europe for guiding a company in the flooring industry you would 
select him. Philippe has an exceptional track record at past firms. Only positive things to say and his knowledge and experiences.”

*Bolded emphasis provided by Alta Fox



Main Thesis Points
Alta Fox believes: 

1. Geoff Wilding, Chairman of VCP, is a talented and proven capital allocator, aligned with common 
shareholders via a substantial equity stake, and supported by an impressive management team 

2. VCP is in early innings of meaningful non-dilutive M&A that will more than double the 
earnings power of the business in the next 2 years 

3. VCP is tightly held by well-respected investors that have provided significant M&A financing at
attractive terms and offer experienced guidance at the Board level

4. Macro tailwinds favorably position VCP to see a period of significant organic growth over the next 
few years

5. Further operational improvements, macro tailwinds, and robust M&A, coupled with sleepy 
consensus expectations, will result in significant upside for shareholders over the coming years
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VCP Capital Allocation Strategy (1/2)
• Since Wilding took over the business, VCP has deployed ~ £800M into

highly accretive acquisitions at 5-6x EBITDA pre-synergies1.

• To unlock synergies, VCP leverages group buying power, distribution,
and manufacturing capabilities to optimize costs for acquired
companies, as well as cross-sell their products to VCP’s large customer
base (and vice versa). Management estimates that they can increase
EBITDA at acquired businesses by ~20%, reducing the post-
synergy multiple paid down by 1x to 4-5x EBITDA.

• The key to the highly accretive nature of VCP’s capital deployment
strategy is the lack of equity financing. They finance their deals
mostly with low-cost debt (~3.70%), ~30% callable preferred financing
(9.85%) from Koch industries, and ~30% through cash earn-out
payments.

o Note that VCP has already raised the debt capital necessary to
finance its future acquisition plans

13

VCP’s acquisition financing example: 

Source: VCP 2021 Investor Presentation
1. VCP 2021 Investor Presentation, Company filings



VCP Capital Allocation Strategy (2/2)

• Over the next two fiscal years, we expect VCP to deploy £825M into new
acquisitions (including the £160 invested in FY22 so far) at 6-7x EBITDA to be
conservative. This implies that VCP will acquire £125M in EBITDA over the
next two years vs. management’s stated pipeline of £200M and goal of £100M
in FY221.

o Our forecasts do not imply any increases to VCP’s historical leverage ratio
as we assume ~1/3rd of VCP’s purchase price will be paid through a multi-
year earn out. Moreover, VCP’s debt carries no maintenance financial
covenants, providing VCP flexibility to take net debt/EBITDA significantly
above historical levels for the right opportunities.

• Given VCP’s impressive track record of driving margin improvement, we believe
that newly acquired businesses coming on at lower margins can generally scale
towards the group average over time.

• These assumptions imply a doubling in VCP’s earnings power in the next 2
years, and a near tripling by FY25.
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1. VCP 2021 Investor Presentation 



Main Thesis Points
Alta Fox believes:

1. Geoff Wilding, Chairman of VCP, is a talented and proven capital allocator, aligned with common
shareholders via a substantial equity stake, and supported by an impressive management team

2. VCP is in early innings of meaningful non-dilutive M&A that will more than double the earnings
power of the business in the next 2 years

3. VCP is tightly held by well-respected investors that have provided significant M&A financing at
attractive terms and offer experienced guidance at the Board level

4. Macro tailwinds favorably position VCP to see a period of significant organic growth over the next
few years

5. Further operational improvements, macro tailwinds, and robust M&A, coupled with sleepy
consensus expectations, will result in significant upside for shareholders over the coming years
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Koch Industries’ Investment in VCP Significantly Lowers Risk
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• Speculation from shorts in 2018 that VCP’s access to debt capital had dried up, 
along with various short-term profitability headwinds helped fuel a dramatic sell-
off in VCP’s stock price1,2. Both concerns later proved well overblown, yet it took 
Victoria’s share price years to recover. 

• We believe the involvement of Koch Industries significantly mitigates the risk
that fears surrounding VCP’s access to capital surface again, as VCP can now
supplement any debt capital needs with Koch Industries’ callable preferred line –
the extent to which we believe could be well in excess of the stated £175M facility
given the size of Koch Industries investment arm ($30B USD).

o While the headline rate on the preferred equity at 9.85% is not cheap, it is 
our view that VCP will use it as a revolver to supplement its low-cost debt 
and will retire the preferred once VCP has made more headway into its 
acquisition pipeline. 

• Koch Industries owns 11% of VCP’s common equity (not including their in-the-
money warrants).  Given their size and experience in the flooring industry, we do 
not believe it is unreasonable to factor in the possibility that Koch Industries 
could one day acquire all of VCP.

1. https://www.ft.com/content/4b952416-e1b9-11e8-8e70-5e22a430c1ad
2. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-11-09/bond-or-no-bond-victoria-plc-remains-in-short-sellers-sights

Source: VCP 2021 Investor Presentation



VCP’s Key Shareholders are Reputable and Long-Term Focused
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• VCP Top Shareholders:
1. Geoff Wilding = 19.2% 
2. Spruce House Partners =19.0% 

 Bought in 2018, joined Board in 2019 
3. KED Victoria Investment = 10.7% (Koch 

Industries) 
 Bought in 2020, joined Board in 2020 

Total held by insiders: ~50%

1. Spruce House Partnership 13-F filings
2. https://www.kochequity.com/investments

• It is highly unusual for a <$2B company trading on 
the AIM to have such key 
strategic investors. We believe these key investors 
have done the due diligence that the rest of the market 
has not, leading to the cheap valuation in VCP’s shares. 

o VCP is one of Koch Equity Development’s only 
publicly listed investments1

o VCP is Spruce Houses’ only non-US name of 
meaningful size2

• Despite making >100% on its initial investment in 
VCP, Spruce House, a reputable US Investment Firm 
known for making concentrated long-term high 
conviction bets, has increased its investment rather 
than sold down its stake. 



VCP’s Lower Cost of Capital Warrants a Higher Multiple
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1. VCP 2021 Annual Report

• In addition to Koch Industries’ meaningful investments in VCP, VCP’s 
cost of debt has decreased dramatically. VCP reduced the coupon 
payment on its debt from 5.25% to ~3.7% in early 2021 and has 
not only extended its 2024 500M EUR facility out until 2026 but has 
also raised an additional 250M EUR with a maturity date in 2028, all 
without any cumbersome maintenance covenants1. 

o Since issuance, VCP’s bonds have traded upwards to their 
current YTM of ~3.2%, suggesting that the bond market is 
supportive of the company and that VCP has capacity to raise 
further debt at even more attractive terms. 

• The bottom line is that despite a lower cost of debt, Koch Industries’ 
involvement with VCP across their capital structure and on their 
Board, with highly accretive M&A opportunities to be acted upon in 
the near-term, VCP’s forward EBITDA multiple has contracted 
from its 2018 highs. We believe this is an incredible buying 
opportunity for new investors.

VCP NTM EV/EBITDA (on consensus EBITDA)



Main Thesis Points
Alta Fox believes:

1. Geoff Wilding, Chairman of VCP, is a talented and proven capital allocator, aligned with common
shareholders via a substantial equity stake, and supported by an impressive management team

2. VCP is in early innings of meaningful non-dilutive M&A that will more than double the earnings
power of the business in the next 2 years

3. VCP is tightly held by well-respected investors that have provided significant M&A financing at
attractive terms and offer experienced guidance at the Board level

4. Macro tailwinds favorably position VCP to see a period of significant organic growth over the
next few years

5. Further operational improvements, macro tailwinds, and robust M&A, coupled with sleepy
consensus expectations, will result in significant upside for shareholders over the coming years
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Flooring Sales are Primed to Enter a Meaningful Upcycle (1/2) 

20

• A significant portion of VCP’s end-market sales is to customers remodeling the floors in their homes.

• Our research suggests that new homeowners will wait 12-24 months on average to remodel their floors after moving in as savings levels are typically depleted following
down payments. The ensuing 12-24 months after a home purchase typically allow new homeowners ample time to rebuild savings to then reinvest in their homes through
floor remodeling.

1. https://www.nar.realtor/sites/default/files/documents/2021-home-buyers-and-sellers-generational-trends-03-16-2021.pdf

When comparing Mohawk Industries’ (“MHK”) organic sales growth to 
the growth in US housing sales volumes annually, there is no correlation 
in the first year, a good correlation assuming a 1-year lag, and very high 
correlation assuming a 2-year lag.

Note that we used MHK for our case study given its long reporting 

history, market leading position, and portfolio concentration in 

residential remodeling sales (we estimate 75%).



Flooring Sales are Primed to Enter a Meaningful Upcycle (2/2) 

21

YTD housing sales in the UK are up 39% y/y and 13% over 2019 levels1. We believe that VCP is poised to experience accelerating organic growth over the next few 
years following strong UK housing sales YTD.
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Main Thesis Points
Alta Fox believes:

1. Geoff Wilding, Chairman of VCP, is a talented and proven capital allocator, aligned with common
shareholders via a substantial equity stake, and supported by an impressive management team

2. VCP is in early innings of meaningful non-dilutive M&A that will more than double the earnings
power of the business in the next 2 years

3. VCP is tightly held by well-respected investors that have provided significant M&A financing at
attractive terms and offer experienced guidance at the Board level

4. Macro tailwinds favorably position VCP to see a period of significant organic growth over the next
few years

5. Further operational improvements, macro tailwinds, and robust M&A, coupled with sleepy
consensus expectations, will result in significant upside for shareholders over the coming
years
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Alta Fox VCP Estimates vs Consensus
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• We believe VCP will create significant value through accretive
M&A which is not incorporated by consensus. Moreover, we
believe that VCP can continue to see EBITDA margin expansion
and that the company will soon benefit from a wave of remodeling
growth given the recent strength in European housing sales. The
combination of these factors creates a compelling
opportunity for knowledgeable investors to buy VCP shares at
~5x our FY25 EBITDA.

o VCP has already raised most of the capital necessary to bolt
on this EBITDA and can supplement the rest with free cash
flow and the issuance of callable preferred equity.

• With conservative assumptions surrounding capital allocation,
organic growth, and margin expansion, we believe VCP’s
reported FY25 EBITDA will be over double current consensus
FY25 expectations.

Source: Alta Fox Internal Estimates



Base Case Valuation – AFC Conservative Assumptions

Key Assumptions

• VCP sees strong organic growth the next 2 years following the boom in
housing sales.

• VCP acquires £125M in EBITDA (including 27M acquired YTD) for
£825M (£160M already deployed YTD) by FY23.

• EBITDA margins (ex-operating leases) increase slightly every year as a
result of increased scale and further asset optimization

• EBITDA multiple re-rates slightly to its 2018 and 2021 highs of 12x

• 12x is well below European flooring comps James Halstead (19x
NTM EBITDA) and Forbo (13x NTM EBITDA).

24

Source: Alta Fox Internal Estimates



Key Risks
• Global recession

o While this would be a headwind for the entire industry, we believe VCP would be an opportunistic 
buyer of subscale assets

• VCP makes poor acquisitions
o Unlikely given management’s exceptional M&A track record to date, insiders’ shareholder 

alignment, and a sophisticated advisory Board

• Capital deployment slows down
o Unlikely given management’s stated targets of £100M in incremental EBITDA this year with the goal 

of an additional £100M in FY23 
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Catalysts
• Continued M&A

• Upcoming earnings releases

• Sell side upgrades 

• Potential uplisting to a higher tier of the LSE to improve liquidity 
• VCP is difficult for investors to trade as it is listed on the auction market of the AIM.
• Over the last 5 years, moving from the SETSqx to the SETS tier of the LSE has historically resulted in 

a 42% increase in the stock price and 87% increase in average daily value traded.
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Addressing the Bear Case

27

• In the past, VCP bears have cast doubt on the validity of the company’s FCF and adjusted financials.
• Bears have been largely refuted as the company has continued to successfully execute accretive M&A and

integrate acquisitions with strong operational results.
• Sophisticated investors advise on VCP’s M&A pipeline, provide financing, and have increased their stakes

while having Board-level knowledge

• Bears also tend to fabricate a narrative that VCP’s Chairman, Geoff Wilding, is somehow untrustworthy,
ignoring his exceptional successes at VCP and prior ventures, pointing to a select few smirches
(i.e. his involvement in Commsoft) and blowing them out of proportion.

• Our direct calls with former co-workers, competitors, and partners have decidedly indicated that Wilding is not only
trustworthy but is also an exceptional operator and capital allocator – certainly not someone to bet against.

• Wilding is very upfront that he had one business venture that failed while he was involved (Commsoft), totally unrelated to
VCP. Most of his other ventures have been significant successes. We have found Wilding’s candor to be refreshing and
respect his relentless focus on shareholder value.



Conclusion
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• Today, investors can invest alongside Geoff Wilding for ~5x our FY25 EBITDA estimate. In our base, case we expect ~170% 
total upside from today’s prices to FY25, yielding a 37% IRR over the next 3 years. Wilding has continued to bet big on VCP, 
still retaining the majority of his significant equity stake. 

• VCP should continue to take share organically within the fragmented flooring industry and expand margins over time. 

• The investment case in VCP is significantly more compelling today than historically given:
o VCP has had years to digest historic acquisitions, expand margins, and prove out their M&A model. 
o Koch Industries’ involvement in VCP has improved VCP’s access to capital, further enhanced management’s credibility, 

and could lead to an eventual acquisition of VCP. 
o VCP has meaningfully reduced its cost of debt to ~3.70% from 5.25%.  
o VCP has publicly stated an ambitious M&A pipeline which it is in early innings of acquiring 

• Lastly, we believe VCP has many catalysts:
o Consensus #s are too low
o VCP is in early innings of highly accretive M&A 
o Near-term organic numbers should be very strong attributable to our forecasted increase in floor remodeling sales 
o Potential uplisting in 2022 to a higher tier of the LSE to improve liquidity 



Questions? Comments? Feedback?

Please contact Alta Fox at 
info@altafoxcapital.com

29
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